CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL, NOIDA
MONTHLY REPORT FOR JANUARY 2019
SCHOOL EVENTS
MUSICAL CONCERT
To usher in the season of harvest yet another Musical Concert was conducted by the students of
Junior and Senior wing of Cambridge School, Noida on 15thJanuary, 2019. The morning saw
students and teachers rejoicing on the occasion with dance and musical renditions. The highlight
of the event was a fusion performance by the students of senior wing which included a
harmonious amalgamation of a Bandish based on Raag Jog, a Kathak Dance performance and a
mesmerising performance by students on the pakhawaj, guitar, tabla and the synthesizer. The
members of the management committee along with students of Junior and Senior wing witnessed
this dynamic collage of performances by teachers and students.

Performance by students

BOOK FAIR
Book Fairs play a huge role in encouraging the reading habit among people of all age groups. A
Book Fair was organized for parents & students of Classes VI to XI at Cambridge School, Noida
on the day of PTM on 19thJanuary, 2019. A wide range of books of all literary genres was
displayed in the book fair. The opportunity to browse through books was a wonderful experience
for the children and parents who selected the books they wished to read. The aim was to
encourage and inculcate the love for reading among the students.
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Students and Parents browsing through books

REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATIONS 2019
Cambridge School, Noida celebrated the 70th Republic Day of the nation in right earnest on 26th
January, 2019. A special assembly comprising students, teachers and parents was conducted to
mark the occasion. The assembly commenced with the flag hoisting ceremony and the rendition of
the National Anthem with passion and pride. A cultural show was organised by the students of our
school. The school choir sang a harmonious and enthusiastic song which moved the audience and
kindled a spark in their hearts in the form of respect and pride for the nation. A dance performance
depicting the true spirit of patriotism was presented by the students. The Principal, Ms. Dipannita
Mondal, in her address informed the students what they are capable of and how they can take
inspiration from the great achievers who have made India proud in the global scenario..

Republic day Celebrations

SPACE EXPLORERS WORKSHOP -2nd SESSION
SPACE Explorers Workshop is a collection of four one day programmes designed to provide the
students with a unique learning experience promoting STEM education and focusing on hands-on
activities to understand the basic concepts of astronomy.
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The second workshop of series –Gnomon- The magic wand of Astronomers was conducted in
Cambridge School, Noida on 16th January, 2019. In this workshop, students learnt how length and
position of shadows of vertical objects such as a gnomon can help to calculate time, determine
directions and also make complex measurements like measuring the circumference of the Earth.
The highlight of the session was a fun activity in the school ground where children measured the
shadows periodically to determine the circumference of the earth. The students enjoyed the
workshop and found it very interesting and educative.

Students in action in the field

SPACE EXPLORERS WORKSHOP – 3rd Session
The third session of the Astronomy workshops was conducted in the school on 23rd January 2019
on the topic – Fingerprints of the Universe. In this workshop, students investigated light as a
messenger in the universe. They discovered how the light spectrum can be used to identify the
materials that are emitting or reflecting light. They also observed and analyzed spectrum of
various light sources and concluded that each spectrum is different because of different elemental
composition. The workshop was completely hands-on and the students performed many activities
successfully that tested their understanding of the concepts of spectroscopy. The session was
very informative and interesting.

Students using the spectroscopes to study spectrum produced by different sources

ART OF WAR
A presentation on the Art of war was organized in Cambridge School, Noida on 22nd January,
2019. It was conducted by Wing Commander (Dr) Gora Pathak, Orthopaedic surgeon who is a
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consultant at Fitzwilliam Hospital in Peterborough. He is also a senior consultant in Her Majesty’s
Royal Air Force from where he retired after 23 years of active service. He is a war artist popularly
known as “Doctor who paints”.
His demonstration and lecture included his experiences during various wars along with display of
slides vividly captured with images of war. Between operations he painted dozens of these
watercolour scenes from his deployment areas.
The presentation was attended by Dr. Kalyani Roy, Secretary of SAE, Mr Vikram Roy, Ms. Anu
Roy, members of the Management Committee, Principal, Ms. Dipannita Mondal Vice Principals
Mr. AK Bakshi (Administration) and Ms. Nandita Sinha Roy (Academics) teachers and students.

ROBOTICS CLASSES ATL
Robotics classes for students of VI-VIII are being held in the Atal Tinkering Laboratory in the
Senior Wing of Cambridge School Noida. The classes began in the month of November 2018 and
will continue till February 2019. The students learned about the concepts of friction, speed,
acceleration and have applied their knowledge effectively in making innovative robots like vertical
soccer, bull-dozer robot, gripper robot, high torque crane etc. and have also done group activity to
design an amusement park ride.

Tinkering with Robots
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INTERACTION THROUGH VIDEO CONFERENCING
On 30th January 2019, students from Classes IX and XI of Cambridge School, Noida interacted
with students from Indonesia and India via video conferencing. The video conference was a great
learning experience for the enthusiastic students as it provided them a platform for expressing
their views and exchanging ideas on culture and identity.

Video Conferencing in progress

WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS FOR STUDENTS
WORKSHOP ON DIABETES -AWARENESS AND PREVENTION
A workshop on Diabetes - Awareness and Prevention education among school students was
conducted by HRIDAY (Health Related Information Dissemination Amongst Youth) for Classes VI
and VII on 14th January, 2019 at the Roma Deb Auditorium by Ms. Deepika and Mr. Abdul
Shabbir. The workshop commenced with an interaction with students where physical, mental and
social well-being of students was emphasised. Ms. Deepika discussed about different types of
Diabetes namely Type 1 Diabetes, Type II Diabetes and gestation period. She advised the
students to stay away from smoking and drinking which is one of the causes of Diabetes. Other
risk factors, symptoms, prevention of Diabetes were also discussed. Mr. Shabbir also discussed
about some activities to be conducted in the class to have a better understanding of a healthy
lifestyle. The workshop was educative and informative.

Students in rapt attention
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MARTIAL ARTS PRESENTATION - KALARIPAYATTU
Cambridge School, Noida organised a presentation on Kerala Martial Art- Kalaripayattu,
conducted by the artists from Nitya Chaitanya Kalari on 16th January,2019 in the Roma Deb
Auditorium. A group of 11 artists performed this art before the students of Classes V to VIII. The
students were told about Kalaripayattu and the types of schools which are distinguished by their
attacking and defensive patterns. Various combination of steps and postures were shown and the
techniques which varied from one style to another. It was indeed a delightful experience watching
the artists perform the act using various weapons. The programme was graced by Dr. Kalyani
Roy, Secretary SAE and the Management Committee Members.

Students learning the Martial Art

LIFESTYLE DISORDERS AND FOOD AND NUTRITION
A Workshop on Lifestyle Disorders and Food and Nutrition was conducted by Dr. Kshitij Anand,
Consultant, Internal Medicine at Fortis Hospital, Noida on 17th January, 2019. The workshop was
conducted for the students of Classes IX and XI under the CBSE HPE Programme.
Dr. Anand reminded the students how good health is a key to success and discussed the ill effects
of living a sedentary lifestyle giving practical tips for a healthier living. Through a Power Point
presentation, he presented facts and tips to avoid harmful habits and advised children to eat
nutritious food, drink adequate water, undertake physical exercise , get adequate sleep and stay
away from liquor, drugs etc. In the question answer session that followed, children posed various
questions pertaining to junk food, peer pressure, controlling stress etc., and sought solution to
their problems. It was a great learning experience for students and teachers.
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ELECTORAL POLITICS: THEATRE IN EDUCATION
In the theatre presentation held on 21st January, 2019 on the topic Electoral Politics fifty two
students of class IX participated. The presentation was based on the chapter from the text of
Class IX Political Science .The objective was to make students aware about the importance of
elections in a democratic country. Discussion among the members of the Ghoshal family about
choosing a political party to give vote was interesting. It was an attack on the tradition where the
male members of the family used to decide which political party or leader the other family
members will give their vote. The theatre highlighted the role of the Election Commission which
plays a very important role in conducting free and fair elections in India. It was a great learning
experience for the students who found it very enriching and informative.

To cast the vote is both a right and duty of every Indian citizen

SCRAP OUT SCRAP WASTE MANAGEMENT
A workshop on “Scrap Out Scrap Waste Management” was organised by TERI School of
Advanced Studies in collaboration with Coca Cola India on 22nd January, 2019 at Vasant Kunj,
Delhi. Abhishek Gumber, Ishika Pandey, Manheer Kaur of Class IX and Rimjim of Class VIII
attended the workshop along with Ms. Kiran Sibal and Ms. Bindu Muralidharan. The waste
management project launch workshop was addressed by Professor Shree Prakash who discussed
the change in the type of wastes generated over the years and the difficulty in disposing it as most
of these wastes were non- biodegradable. Mr. Rajesh Ayapilla, General Manager, QSE technical
at Coca Cola India also enlightened the students with information on waste management. An
interactive session was held wherein students were asked to identify and categorise the type of
waste through a slide show. The workshop was concluded by Ms. Ranjana Saikia, Independent
Consultant, Youth Outreach and Programmes, TERI School of Advanced Studies. The initial stage
of the project launch included poster making competition by students. The workshop was indeed
educative and informative.

Disposing waste products intelligently
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AWARENESS ON ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS OF E-WASTE
A workshop on Awareness on Environmental Hazards of E-waste was conducted for Classes
VI to VIII on 25th January, 2019 at the Roma Deb Auditorium by Mr. Rohit Kumar Singh, Associate
Secretary General, CEAMA (Consumer Electronics and Appliances manufacturers Association)
and Mr. Rakesh Khatri who is an Environmentalist and a Limca Book Record Holder for Theatre
on Climate Change. The workshop commenced with an interactive session wherein students were
engaged in a discussion on e-waste generated at homes. A power point presentation with
information on types of e-wastes, its disposal, harmful effects of metals present in these wastes on
human body and the environment was shown. Minimal use of electronic items and also discarding
e-wastes only to Certified E-waste recycler was emphasised. The workshop was educative,
enlightening and informative.

HINDI SEMINAR
Cambridge School, Srinivaspuri organized a Hindi seminar on the topic Bachchon Ki Dus
Pasandida Kahaniyaan on 25th January, 2019. Audio-Visual aids were used to present the
seminar. The teachers narrated the stories and two of the stories were enacted by them.
The objective of the seminar was to enhance the story writing skills of the students and also to
develop their interest in the same. The seminar was attended by Mr. S.P. Sharma and Mrs.
Seema Dimri from Cambridge School, Noida.
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AUTHOR INTERACTION (LORD JEFFREY ARCHER)
30 students of Cambridge school, Noida along with 3 teachers went to meet the legendary author,
Lord Jeffrey Archer at Pathways School on 28th January, 2019. One of our students Saksham of
Class XI got the opportunity to interact directly with the author. All the students and Teachers got
an autograph from the author on his latest book, Heads you Win. The whole experience was very
enriching and mesmerizing for students and teachers who attended the event.

CAPACITY BUILDING FOR TEACHERS
CBSE WORKSHOP ON CLASS X EVALUATION
Five teachers of Cambridge School, Noida Ms. Kiran Sibal, Ms. Sunita Pandita, Ms. Sarika, Ms.
Kakolee Sengupta and Ms. Kusumlata attended an Inter School collaborative workshop on
evaluating Class X board papers in various subjects at Springdale School, Pusa Road, New Delhi,
on 11thJanuary, 2019. The teachers were involved in assessing the previous year question papers.
Working in groups of 6-7 with members belonging to the same subject, the teachers had to find
out:
(a) If the same questions have been periodically repeated in the Board Papers.
(b) Suitability of length of paper.
(c) Difficulty level.
(d) Typology of questions.
The teachers gave valuable suggestions on the design of the Class X paper of various subjects for
the future.

PRESENTATION ON GENRIFICATION OF LIBRARY
On 17th January, 2019 a presentation on Genrification followed by a Library Tour at the American
Embassy School, New Delhi was conducted by Ms. Wendy Guyer and Linda Hoiseth (Library
Teachers AES). It was attended by Ms. Priyanka Vasudeva of Cambridge School, Noida. The
Resource Persons shared their Library Philosophy and mission statement and elaborated on
Genrification in terms of a Library. The group discussion gave foresight to everyone to find out
ways to categorize the library resources in an easy accessible manner. The Library in American
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Embassy School was huge, welcoming & well organized with all the latest technology like RFID
system. The whole experience was very enriching.

CAPACITY BUILDING WORKSHOP: HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
A two day workshop was held on 18th and 19th January, 2019 at ITL School, Dwarka on Health
and Physical Education (HPE) to address the changes made by CBSE, with an overall objective of
acquiring knowledge, skills, right attitudes and values in pursuit of a lifelong physically active and
healthy lifestyle. The resource persons were Mr. Mukesh Kohli and Mr. Lalit Kumar. (Members of
Advisory board CBSE). Special emphasis was given to SEWA. Assessment of Physical Education
and development of rubrics for a variety of games and fitness activities was discussed. The
importance of Effective Communication was highlighted by means of activities and Nutrometer,
Actometer and Fitnometer apps were shared.

TRIPS AND EXCURSIONS
TRIP TO PARLE-G FACTORY CLASS- VI-VIII
Selected students from each section of VI-VIII visited the Parle-G factory at Sector 63, Noida on
18th January, 2019 with their Class Coordinators, Ms. Jyoti Agarwal and Ms. Vasundhara Kaushik.
The programme coordinator of Parle–G, Mr. Mahesh Agarwal, presented a slide show in the
factory auditorium on Healthy Habits and Healthy Food wherein the students were made aware
that food should not be wasted and the Do’s and Don’ts of handling food and combating
adulteration. A very informative and impressive video film on the theme: THINK, DUMP AND GO
was shown which taught the children not to litter and how to recycle waste and dispose Biodegradable and Non-Biodegradable waste.
A video film on how Parle-G factory started and how different varieties of biscuits and various
candies are made was also shown. The students were then taken around the plant for a live
demonstration of how candies are made and wrapped. It was an interesting and enriching
experience for the students.
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At the factory premises

VISIT TO THE NATIONAL GALLERY OF MODERN ART
The students of Cambridge School, Noida of Classes VIII, IX and XI were taken on a trip to the
National Gallery of Modern Art on 19th January, 2019. The students were taken on a guided tour
by Mr. Arghya Ganguly, Asst. Curator N. G. M. A. The children were told about the various steps
required to preserve and display paintings and various works of art.
During their tour of the galleries the students saw portraits and sketches of Gandhiji, the most
significant of them being the Dandi March. The students saw beautiful canvas paintings by famous
artists from around the world. The curator explained how the artists have tried to display their
feelings and thoughts through their paintings. After completing the tour of the galleries, the
students were taken to the sculpture museum. There the students were encouraged to use their
creativity in visualising different stories behind every sculpture.

SPORTS AND GAMES
INTER SCHOOL BOXING
Sharanya Rastogi of Class VII D, Cambridge School, Noida participated in the Inter School Boxing
Tournament held at Rabindranath World School, Gurgaon on 15 th January, 2019. She won the
Gold Medal in the 46-48 Kg weight category and she also won a trophy for being adjudged the
Best Female Boxer.
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The winner takes it all

COMPETITIONS AND ACTIVITIES

INTER SCHOOL COMPETITIONS
SCHOOL THEME BASED GAERDEN COMPETITION
On 30th January 2019, a team of five students and school gardener of Cambridge School, Noida
escorted by Ms. Promila Garyali, went to Cambridge School Srinivaspuri to participate in the Interschool Theme Based Garden Competition and Quiz organized by the host school. Riddhima
Gupta, Nikitashree Paruvada and Kanak Mogha of Class IXD along with the gardener Mr. Sukhpal
created a beautiful model garden on the theme ‘Healing Garden’ under the guidance of Ms.
Susmita Dey and Ms. Promila Garyali. The flowers displayed in the model were grown in our
school garden. Mr Sukhpal won the second prize in a quiz conducted on the same theme for all
the gardeners from different schools. Navya Chandra and Vrinda Goel of VIIIA participated in the
Quiz and bagged the first position and the trophy.

Entry of Cambridge School, Noida
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WINNERS OF INTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND COMPETITIONS (JANUARY 2019)
Date

Venue

Name of the
competition

Name of the Student

Class

Position

15th
January
2019

Rabindranath
World School,
Gurgaon

Inter School
Boxing
Tournament

Sharanya Rastogi

VII D

1.Gold Medal
46-48 Kg
2. Best
Female Boxer

17th
January,
2019

Khaitan Public
School

On the spot
painting

Soumya Singh

VII-A

III Position

On the spot
painting

Sudipta Deb

IX-C

III position

Folk Art

Arushi Goel

VII-C

I Position

Clay
Modelling

Nandini

VIII-B

II Position

Dishant Kapoor

IX-A

II Position

Megha Chauhan

IX-E

Special
Appreciation

Aditi Malhotra

IX-D

Special
Appreciation

Yash Kumar

VII-E

II Position

Aarav Kashyap

VIII-C

II Position

Aryan Ahuja

IX-A

I Position

Shruti Madhusudan

XI-A

I Position

Rangoli

Photography

21st
January,
2019

Adharsheela
Global School,
Ghaziabad ,
Vasundhara

Vocal solo
classical
Tabla
Jugalbandi

Jatin kumar Sharma

XI-C

II Position

Avyaa Jaya Kumar

VIII-C

II Position

30th
January,
2019

Cambridge
School,
Srinivaspuri

Inter School
Garden Quiz
Competition

Navya Chandra

VIII-A

I Position

Vrinda Goel

VIII-A

I Position

Prepared by : Ms. Kakolee Sengupta
(TGT, English)

Checked by: Ms. Nandita Sinha Roy
(Vice Principal, Academics)

Ms. Dipannita Mondal
(PRINCIPAL)
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